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Gay history is a long, mighty, and hidden trail.

Before us, there were a people that took their joy and love in
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secrecy with rich and haunted private lives.

Losing connectivity to that trail, we become lost in the cities of
capitalism, convenience, laziness, conformity. Do not forget our
trail to that wilderness; of what it meant to be hopelessly sick, or
to chose to be either true or accepted, strange or lobotomized,
cowardly or targeted. Hated, dead or alive.

Do not forget the first people that declared in black and white, I
take it up the ass, and kissed in shuttered photo booths. People
that wore something so comfortably flowy and correct like
returning to an unknown, unforgiving natural habitat.

Remember fatigue. Crying to exhaustion from the pain of losing
your lover. The pain of a body that you are told is being punished
by its maker.

Commemorate the joy of finding a real friend, a beautiful and sad
song, an intimate, unknown language that will never be heard or
sung or shared again. In rooms with excrement, and terrible
secrets, and the most erotic breath one will ever feel upon
another.

Remember all those people who did it with style and transcended
fashion—discovering an artifice that expressed what could not be
extinguished. As urgent as pinched reflexes, caught in a
nightmare, confirming existence. Not as an idea but as a living
light that never goes out. 

May there always be a map of those ephemeral passages to our
undying vigil.

One Love,
Dustin Koda
Co-founder of GUTS NYC, LLC
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A little bit of a throwback, but honestly, to know him is
to love him. Tony has that perfect balance of knowing the
complexities of the world while retaining a joy and
sweetness. A culinary alchemist, a casual artist with a
penchant for the beautiful, grotesque, and the absurd—Our
Sunday through Saturday #MCM The babe of all babes
@dandelionwhispers1987 #GutsNYC Art by the man and the
master @miguelvillalobosnyc
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BOUND W/ DAX J,
FIXMER/MCCARTHY (LIVE),

KATIE REX

SATURDAY, APRIL 27
11 PM – LATE
ELSEWHERE

599 JOHNSON AVE., BROOKLYN

 

BRÜT BROOKLYN
(SINGLET PARTY)

SATURDAY, APRIL 27
11:30 PM – 7 AM
3 DOLLAR BILL

260 MESEROLE ST., BROOKLYN
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BATTLE HYMN
APRIL 28TH!

SUNDAY, APRIL 28
10 PM – 3 AM
BATTLE HYMN

229 W 28TH ST.

 

AFFIRMATION /
FCGN by GO NAKED

Thursday, May 2
8 PM – 1 AM
THE VAULT

248 MCKIBBIN ST., BROOKLYN
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Colin J Radcliffe
Ceramic Lovers

 
In a time of remakes,
adaptations, and covers,
you wonder if people are
running out of ideas. Colin
J Radcliffe satisfies that
void with the imaginatively
complex, dark, and funny
persona behind his series
Ceramic Lovers.

I abhor kitsch, which is
cheap and sentimental in
its shared visual coding.
Radcliffe's work,
conversely, feels deeply
understood and personal.
Like miniature contemporary
monsters, some who we have
known and loved, Ceramic
Lovers is relatable in a
new and modern way.
Lumpiness and irregularity
of shape lends identity and
a relationship with a

Palomo Spain (eBook)
Alejandro Palomo Gómez

$6.99 
 

Well beyond my physical
prime, I often reminisce
when I was (or thought I
was) hot shit. I perceived
myself as a seer of future
trends, never trendy, but
always the trendsetter.
Now, while I'm too old to
have the energy to shoulder
such vanity and delusion, I
keep my eyes on today's
youth who are doing and
wearing interesting things.

In the last few years I
began noticing a
sophisticated and well
dressed throng of
aforementioned beauties
pouring out of Spain.
Photographers and creatives
like Filip Custic and Kito Muñoz
seemed to be cross
pollinating with Spain's
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child's notion of play.

Perhaps a glimpse of
vertebrae, or the ruddiness
of a ruthlessly spanked
posterior, or accents of
complimentary colored
schlongs may put some off,
which would be sad to miss
all the inherent
idiosyncrasies and
intersectionality.

Radcliffe states that his
work is autobiographical
and is conjured through the
lens of a queer and digital
POV. Many figures he states
are, "a personal memory, an
ode to a romantic or sexual
partner and our connection
to one another (or lack
thereof). Infatuation,
humor, and playfulness
simultaneously spur the
making of each piece
alongside loneliness,
disdain, and lewdity." His
work can be seen at
Brickhouse Ceramic Art Center in
Long Island City. 

 

youth culture as well as
Alejandro Palomo Gómez's
menswear label Palomo Spain.

In this 272-paged eBook we
glimpse into Gomez's
sumptuous world of flowing
curios, gathered ruffles,
lace, and feminine
cuts, alluding to something
classical in its palette
but also avant garde,
fantastical, and unknown
like a Guillermo del Toro
dreamscape.

At $6.99 it's worth a
gander if you're in the
mood for a dreamy future
where boys, as beautiful as
girls, enjoy a life of
imaginative wonder. Yes
it's written in Spanish,
but relax bitch, with a
click of the mouse, Google
will have your monolingual
ass pouring over the copy.
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HELMUT LANG
MASC LITTLE TEE
WITH SLAVA PRINT

$255
 

If you know ANY FUCKING
THING about me by now, it
should be that I love two
things when it comes to
fashion: Sheer fabrics and
vintage Helmut Lang. True
this is not vintage Helmut,
but a Slava Mogutin collab
is a nice consolation after
reworking the Lang logo
with with South African
artist Jan Wandrag.

If you're not scared to
show a little nipple then
why not? Old useless things
that they are. May as well
make them fashion
embellishments, I say.

In a 90% polyamide, 10%
elastane alabaster organza
fabric, people may do a

CUW JP
JeanPants Underwear

$55
 

Ummmmmm, straight guys will say,
Gay! To which I say,
Exactly. I can't wait to
shimmy into these with my
trucker cap and do some
lawn mowing in front of the
window belonging to the
DILF that lives next door.
Oh why howdy there, dear
neighbor! It's just lil old
me minding my own business.

No lie, I just cut up some
old Cheap Monday jeans and
tailored them to fit me
like a glove. It took me
about 4 hours and a dozen
pin pricks to do it, too.
Motherfucker. So imagine my
sense of agitation when I
saw these Japanese denim
printed boxer briefs and
are putting conservative
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double take to see if it's
not just a huge tattoo from
Mogutin's Stock Boyz series
you've got on your chest.
And you'll be looking cool
in those hot months because
nothing is more annoying
when you're wearing
something warm than someone
who says, "Gosh you must be
hot in that." Yeah, no
fucking duh, duh-face.

America into a hetero
tizzy.

There are only two sizes,
Medium 29.9-33.1" and Large
33.1-36.2". At $55 they're
not a total steal but at
95% cotton and 5%
polyurethane they're sure
to always fit. Now whether
it's a flattering fit is up
to you. How's that beach
bod coming along? 

 

“Dear @homoconfessions,
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So I'm going out with two boys and they don't know about each
other. With one of them, I'm the bottom. He treats me like I'm the
most precious boy in the world. With the other boy, I'm the top.
He treats me like I'm his daddy which makes me way more horny.
But I still don't know who I'm more into. Helpp!

- Greedy Vers

 Comments from the Peanut Gallery                                                                                 

mickyohyeah I can't tell what's
less relatable; stringing two
guys along at the same time or
having two guys be into me at
the same time.

n.d.s.44 I wish I knew all 3 of
you so I could just out you as
the garbage you are and have
them both drop you and date
each other

robsanp89 Can't 3 boys be in a
relationship? You are so 2018 

zjcreative And I'm out here still
single. Mmkay

erinzonaaa No one, stick to one
guy or don't date at all. This
is why I'm single, cause men
are greasy

actionfigure_collector_zac I used to
do the same thing before I met
my true love. It is ok I think
because it makes the one you
choose more special. I would be
with the one you have more
things in common with. Sex
really isn't a life, you'll
need more

tylernewcomb_ The problem isn't
chosing one. The problem is
that neither knows about it.

* These sentiments or views are not those of GUTS NYC. These are circumstances in the real world that
occur all the time. Our goal here is to showcase differing and sometimes dissenting opinions. We obviously
do not endorse any illegal activity but choose to present the reality of public perception on these hot topic
issues.
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